Rate theory models for ion transport through rigid pores. I. Time-dependent analysis in the case of vanishing interactions.
In this first of a series of papers concerning the theoretical analysis of rate theory models for ion transport through rigid pores, the case of vanishing interactions is investigated. "Rigidity" means that ions crossing membranes through pores see a fixed structure of the pores, not changing in time. A single pore is considered to be a sequence of (n + 1) activation barriers separated by n energy minima. The explicit analytical treatment is restricted to pores with regular internal barrier structure, including the nonequilibrium situation of an applied electric field. In this case the connection with continuum diffusion models is demonstrated by performing in the limit n leads to infinity (n = number of binding sites within the pores) the transition to continuum. Thus, from diffusion equations describing a discrete number of jumps, the corresponding diffusion-like partial differential equations and boundary conditions are generated. For regular pores, from the time dependent solutions of the discrete equations, the corresponding solutions of the continuum equations are explicitly generated. The time-dependent relaxation behaviour of the discrete model is in good agreement with the continuum model if one assumes more than two binding sites in the pores.